Abstract. Early detection of breast cancers affects the 5-year recurrence rates and treatment options for diagnosed patients, and consequently, many countries have instituted nationwide screening programs. This study compared the performance of expert radiologists from Australia and the United States in detection of breast cancer. Forty-one radiologists, 21 from Australia and 20 from the United States, reviewed 30 mammographic cases containing two-view mammograms. Twenty cases had abnormal findings and 10 cases had normal findings. Radiologists were asked to locate malignancies and assign a level of confidence. A jackknife free-response receiver operating characteristic, figure of merit (JAFROC, FOM), inferred receiver operating characteristic, area under curve (ROC, AUC), specificity, sensitivity, and location sensitivity were calculated using Ziltron software and JAFROC v4.1. A Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare the performance of Australian and U.S. radiologists. The results showed that when experience and the number of mammograms read per year were taken into account, the Australian radiologists sampled showed significantly higher sensitivity and location sensitivity (p ≤ 0.001). JAFROC (FOM) and inferred ROC (AUC) analysis showed no difference between the overall performance of the two countries. ROC (AUC) and location sensitivity were higher for the Australian radiologists who read the most cases per year.
Number of mammography cases read per year is a strong predictor of sensitivity 
Introduction
Breast cancer is the second leading cause of cancer-related death in U.S. and Australian females. 1,2 About 1 in 8 (12%) women in the United States and 1 in 11 women in Australia will develop this disease during their lifetime. 2, 3 Early detection affects the 5-year recurrence rates and treatment options for diagnosed breasts cancer patients, and consequently, many countries have instituted nationwide screening programs. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] In 1985, the first results from the Swedish Two-County Trial showed a significant 30% reduction in breast cancer mortality between women given regular invitations to screening mammography versus those with no such invitation. 10 After an 11-year follow-up, this study further demonstrated a benefit in screening for small-size cancers at the early stage. 10 Success of early breast cancer detection depends on, among other things, the effectiveness of the breast screening program. However, breast screening programs operate differently in each country (Table 1) . [11] [12] [13] In Australia, the national program for the early detection of breast cancer, known as BreastScreen Australia, has been screening women through free mammography since 1991. 21 In the United States, the Food and Drug Administration, through the Mammography Quality Standards Act (1992) , is the responsible body for the technical aspects and employee qualifications in mammography and oversees the compliance of mammography practices through audits. 22 Although there is no national health service, there are coordinated health promotion programs in place for breast health, 23 including advertising and support by the American Cancer Society and other professional societies. Promotion is done annually throughout the month of October, where health awareness programming is on TV, radio, work programs, and news organizations. The American Cancer Society has documented the continued decrease in breast cancer mortality since 2001, indicating the benefits of the screening program.
Previous researches have looked at the effect of many factors on diagnostic accuracy, such as reader characteristics (age, years since receipt of medical degree, average annual volume of mammogram reading, and ratio of screening to diagnostic mammographic interpretation), environmental characteristics (room light, temperature, monitor cleanliness, reflections, luminance measures, and resolution), and lesion characteristics [calcification, mass, ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS), and architectural distortion (AD)]. [17] [18] [19] [20] 24, 25 However, most previous studies considered the impact of factors affecting radiologist performance as a closed entity within the same country (such as United States, 18, 25 United Kingdom, 19 and Australia 17, 20, 24 ), and there have been no studies undertaken on comparisons of radiologists' performance between two countries that may share similar cancer burden statistics and screening objectives.
To our knowledge, no studies have undertaken international comparisons in the performance of Australian and U.S. radiologists. Such a comparison may help shed light on whether differing practice requirements produce different outcomes in radiologists' accuracy. Women with the same disease patterns, imaged under similar conditions, should have equal opportunity for an accurate outcome, and if they do not, then investigating the reasons for any difference may help to improve breast cancer detection through mammography. The aim of the current work is to compare the diagnostic performance of radiologists from Australia and the United States in mammography and to evaluate work practices, such as number of cases read per year. A specific aim was to place this study in the context of finding malignancies via the appearance of AD. AD is the third most common mammographic sign of nonpalpable breast cancer and it is an important false-negative (FN) finding during screening and is often missed because of its variability and subtlety. [26] [27] [28] 
Methods
This institutional review board-approved study involved two samples of mammography radiologists considered experienced by their own national standards.
14,16
Radiologists
A total of 21 Australian and 20 U.S. radiologists gave informed consent, and demographic data were collected. This included age, number of years since certification or qualification, and number of mammograms read per year. Australian radiologists were sampled from the Breast Imaging Group of Royal Australia and New Zealand College of Radiologists. The U.S. radiologists were sampled from the breast radiology examiners of the American Board of Radiology.
Cases
The radiologists independently reviewed the same 30 digital mammographic cases containing two views, a cranio-caudal, and a medio-lateral oblique projection of each breast. Twenty cases had abnormal findings and 10 cases were normal. The normal cases were reviewed and confirmed by two independent radiologists, and a follow-up normal screening mammogram was obtained 2 years later. All 20 abnormal cases contained a biopsy-proved malignancy, 10 with the appearance of AD and 10 with appearances other than AD, such as masses and DCIS. 
Viewing Conditions
Two Eizo-Radiforce GS510 monochrome LCD diagnostic monitors (resolution: 2048×2560) were used to display images in both experiments. The monitors were calibrated according to the Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine Part 14 Standard using an EIZO photometer (UXI Sensor) and EIZO Quality Control Software (RadiCS). Average viewing distance was ∼70 cm from the display, and the ambient light in the reading room ranged from 12 to 20 lux. The same general procedure was used for both experiments.
Image Scoring
Radiologists were asked to visualize and mark any malignancy, assigning a confidence level from 2 to 5. When normal or benign images were marked with the number 1, this progressed the radiologist to the next case. The instructions were displayed on screen before the experiment began. Radiologists were not told the exact prevalence of disease but were told that the case set was highly enriched.
Radiologists were allowed to digitally manipulate the images, such as by panning, zooming, and windowing. The radiologists advanced to the next case with a mouse-click when they were certain that they had marked all lesions. There was no restriction on search time and number of mouse-clicks. Ziltron software (Dublin, Ireland) was used in this experiment to display images and collect the mark-rating pairs, as the mark is the indicated location of the suspicious region and the rating is the radiologist's confidence in the mark. A jackknife freeresponse receiver operating characteristic, figure of merit (JAFROC, FOM) analysis and inferred receiver operating characteristic, area under curve (ROC, AUC) were used. The JAFROC (FOM) is the nonparametric estimate of the area under the alternative AFROC curve, except that in JAFROC (FOM) only normal images are used to estimate the x-coordinate false-positive fraction of the AFROC curve; it is a trapezoidal estimate of the area under the AFROC curve. 29 Results for JAFROC (FOM) and ROC (AUC) were calculated using JAFROC v.4.1 software for all radiologists. The ROC (AUC) was used to facilitate comparison with previously published work; it is a binary paradigm based on whether the case does or does not have cancer and is the area under the trapezoidal ROC curve.
Specificity measures the proportion of truly negative cases that are correctly identified as true negative (TN) by the radiologist (specificity ¼ TN∕TN þ FP), where FP indicates false-positive rate. Sensitivity, or true-positive (TP) rate, measures the proportion of actual positive cases that are correctly defined as such (sensitivity ¼ TP∕TP þ FN), where FN indicates falsenegative rate. Location sensitivity is the proportion of TP marks identified in the correct location as defined by a 50-pixel radius from the center of the lesion. 30 These were calculated using the Ziltron software, and radiologists received an accuracy score at the end of the study.
Using SPSS Software (version 21.0; SPSS, Chicago, Illinois), a Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare the overall performance of both Australian and U.S. radiologists. Furthermore, an independent sample t-test was used to compare the radiologists' number of years of experience and cases read per year, as previous research has indicated this may be an important consideration in performance. 17, 18 Results with a p ≤ 0.05 were deemed to represent significant differences.
Results
A total of 1230 readings were made, with 41 radiologists reading 30 cases. The 21 Australian radiologists had a mean number of years experience of 15.9 (sd 8.93), which was significantly lower than that of the 20 U.S. radiologists sampled at 23.3 (sd 8.58) (p ≤ 0.01). The Australian radiologists read an average of 11,027 (sd 9356) cases per year, which was significantly higher than the U.S. radiologists, who read 6288 (sd 3492) cases per year (Table 2 ).
An overall comparison of the two groups indicated no significant differences in performance between JAFROC (FOM) (p ≤ 0.9) or inferred ROC (AUC) (p ≤ 0.49); however, the Australian radiologists overall demonstrated higher location sensitivity (p ≤ 0.05) ( Table 2 ). The performance was analyzed on the basis of low and high numbers of years of experience and number of mammograms read per year. When the samples were split into those higher and lower than the mean years of experience and the mean numbers of mammograms read per year, differences are evident, with the most experienced Australian radiologists demonstrating higher performance in sensitivity (p ≤ 0.01) and location sensitivity (p ≤ 0.001) ( Table 3) . The most experienced Australian radiologists had higher performance than the most experienced U.S. radiologists (Table 3) , although this pattern was nonsignificant; in the less experienced groups, the U.S. radiologists performed better than the Australian radiologists. The sensitivity and location sensitivity of more experienced Australian radiologists were significantly higher than the more experienced U.S. radiologists (p ≤ 0.05). A similar pattern was seen when the number of mammograms read per year was used to separate the groups. In the second analysis, those with more mammograms read per year for that country were considered more experienced and those with less than the mean were considered less experienced (Table 4) .
Discussion
The American radiologists sampled had more years of experience (p ≤ 0.01); however, they read fewer mammograms per year (p ≤ 0.03) compared to the Australian radiologists sampled. There was no difference in the JAFROC (FOM) and ROC (AUC) performance measures for both countries. Previous research has indicated that radiologists' sensitivity performance in reading mammographic images is closely linked to the number of mammographic cases they read per year and less linked to their number of years of experience. [17] [18] [19] [20] Our work has confirmed this, with radiologists who have the highest number of cases per year performing better than those with lower numbers, while those with a higher number of years' experience did not perform better than those with less. In fact, even though the American radiologists had the highest number of years of experience, their performance was lower in sensitivity and location sensitivity when compared to the Australian sample.
Comparison of multiple measures of performance was carried out; however no post hoc correction was performed. Adjusting for multiple comparisons increases the risk of type II errors, which can make results difficult to interpret. It is accepted that p values do not need to be adjusted in exploratory studies. 31 The results showed no difference in the performance of Australian and U.S. radiologists when viewed overall; however, when the number of cases per year is used as a determinant of experience, the results demonstrated that the most experienced Australian radiologists outperform all others in location sensitivity. The Australian radiologists who read the most cases per year had a better ROC and location sensitivity than the least experienced radiologists, and this suggests that reading more cases per year increases location sensitivity. This confirms the findings of other authors [17] [18] [19] [20] who have suggested that reading >2000 cases per year improves performance.
There was a significant increase in location sensitivity between the experienced Australian radiologists (mean experience ≥ 15.9 years) and the experienced U.S. radiologists (mean experience ≥ 23.3), and this could be regarded as an unexpected finding. However, this finding may, in part, be due to Australian radiologists' operating under a system of double reading that promoted location of lesions as well as adhering to a lower national standard of recall rate. On the other hand, U.S. radiologists make singular decisions on diagnosis, and official reports indicate a higher recall rate between 10 and 13.3% in the United States for initial screening, 15, 16 while in Australia it is 11%. 21 Increasing the number of cases read per year does not seem to have the same effect on specificity, with no significant differences seen between groups. Using the mean number of years as a determinant of experience shows a similar result for the international comparison, with the Australian radiologists having higher location sensitivity than the U.S. radiologists (p ≤ 0.001). Again, specificity is not affected. However, unlike increasing the number of cases read per year, increasing the number of years of experience does not result in a significant difference between the least and most experienced radiologists. The difference in performance within the U.S. and Australian groups was most clearly demonstrated using the number of cases per year rather than by the number of years of experience.
Previous studies of the effect of radiologists' characteristics, training, and clinical experience on performance have generated conflicting results, even when the same populations of radiologists were studied. 12, 32 Uncertainty about this effect is caused, in part, by the often limited number of radiologists and mammographic examinations in published studies and the different measures used to define such characteristics as clinical experience. Radiologists' characteristics that have been studied in the United States and Australia include number of years postgraduation as radiologist and number of years of reading mammograms, fellowship training in breast imaging, and various measures of mammographic interpretive volume. 12, 19, 20, 33 We acknowledge that there were limitations in this work. First, the data set used in the current work was relatively small, and the cases were not typical of a screening environment due to enrichment. Second, the work practices of the two samples are very different. No attempt was made to correct for this as, to a large extent, the current work seeks to assess the impact of this difference. Third, the samples of radiologists were chosen for their convenience rather than as a random sample of Australian or American population of radiologists. Fourth, dividing the samples into the less and more experienced radiologists on the basis of the sample mean is an artificial measure of the actual population mean, particularly as the American sample contained only highly experienced radiologists in terms of years. Finally, it is important to note that in the research setting, radiologists overcall, which decreases the specificity. This may also increase sensitivity because more actual positive cases are also being called back when radiologists increase recalls. Both the FP fraction and the TP fraction increase along the ROC curve as radiologists change their decision thresholds. This was confirmed by a study in new South Wales (Australia), 32 which assessed the ability of test conditions to represent performance in actual clinical reporting in screening mammography. These authors concluded that an acceptable level of agreement between actual clinical reporting and test set conditions can be achieved (Kendall's W ¼ 0.69 to 0.72, p < 0.01) when prior images are used and a greatest decrease in agreement in tests versus clinical when prior images were not provided to the radiologists.
Conversely, the considered nature of the test bank, the involvement of a relatively large number of experienced breast radiologists, and the controlled and realistic viewing and ambient conditions mean the results are worthy of consideration. The breast cancer cases chosen for this work included 10 with AD and 10 with other presentations of breast cancer, including masses. Thus, this test set may have presented as more challenging than test sets used in other studies, and this needs to be taken into consideration when interpreting the results. Further work will investigate the performance of radiologists in the detection of AD versus other breast cancer appearances and examine the causes of missed cancers, particularly whether they are perceptual or decision-making errors. The controlled experimental design means that any differences demonstrated were observerrelated rather than a result of differences in technology.
Conclusion
In this study, the number of mammographic cases read per year was the most important factor in predicting radiologists' increased sensitivity performance. The highest performances were seen in those who read the highest number of cases per year, with sensitivity demonstrating this most clearly.
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